International Consultant Training

During 3 days, the participants will learn about the international application of the DGNB System (DGNB 2020) for sustainable buildings. Thereby an overview of the DGNB Criteria is given and relevant topics and background knowledge will be discussed in detail. The application of selected criteria will be taught in team work session, so that the participants will also get a practical approach.

Date
Wednesday 25 - Friday 27 March 2020

Location
DGNB Head Office
Tübinger Straße 43 | 70178 Stuttgart, Germany

Cost
DGMB Members: 1,090.-€
Non-Members: 1,310.-€

Teaching language and training material: English.

For more information, see
www.dgnb-academy.com

contact:
Johanna Torres
DGMB Academy
+49 711 722322-64
@ j.torres@dgnb.de